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Found Clues Page 

 

Gather all the clues after you uncover them here to 

discover the message and the treasure chest code! 

 

Hidden Message: 

 

   ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___   ___ ___ ___ ___   ___ ___ ___ 

8   3   4                 — 10 —               13   1   9   14   

  

___ ___    ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ . 

         15   2                          — 6 —  

          

Treasure Chest Code: 

 

___ ___ ___ ___ 

7   5   12  11 
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END Location 
 

Thank you for accepting and finishing our quest, 

you can now return to the START to find the chest. 

 

Use the special code you found on your ride 

to open the lock and find a prize inside. 

 

We hope you had fun finding all the clues  

and that the park features have more value to you. 

 

Hollister Hills wishes you good luck, Junior Ranger! 

Explore and stay safe on your next riding adventure. 
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Dirt Bike & ATV Safety Gear  

Do you have all of your riding gear? Draw all 

the safety gear listed below onto the rider.  

Helmet 

Goggles 

Chest Protector 

 

 

 

Long Sleeves 

 

Elbow Pads 

 

Gloves 

 

 

Riding Pants 

 

Knee Pads 

Boots 
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Road Safety 
Signal before you turn with your left hand. 

 

 (Right)               (Left)               (Stop) 
 
Look both ways before entering a road. 

 

 

 
Obey all road signs. 

 
 
 
Keep sound and speed low in camping areas. 

 

 

 

 

Signal how many riders are behind you. 

 

   (One)               (Two)             (Three) 
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FIFTH Location 
 

The last stop along our journey 

where farmers found the best place to make honey, 

 

Is the not so distant campground Bee, 

nearby water and plants provided the ingredients 

perfectly. 

 

Today there aren’t any beehives to see 

but the park remains Humming with Activity. 

 

 

 

Humming with Activity.  

Clue #14 - Top left paragraph, 1st sentence, 4th word, 

5th letter: ___ 

Clue #15. 2nd sentence, 2nd word, 5th letter: ___. 
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FOURTH Location  
(Continued) 

Where two plates collide, recreation and science meet.  

Clue #11  - “In 196___, the last private owner       

Howard Harris deeded four acres to his alma mater, the 

University of California, 

Berkeley...”   

 

 

Gateway to the Nature Area 

Clue #12 - “Over ___ hundred acres of wildland are 

available to enjoy by hiking or bicycling.” 

Clue #13. Bottom right paragraph, 1st sentence, 4th 

word, 4th letter: ___ 
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T.R.E.A.D. Lightly  

I, __________________, promise to… 

   (Name) 

 

Travel responsibly and safely with a friend or an adult. 

Respect the rights of others by following the golden rule. 

Educate myself about my surroundings and riding safely. 

Avoid sensitive areas and disturbing the environment. 

Do my part in keeping Hollister Hills a great place to ride.  
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A Quest Begins  
 

Hello Junior Ranger, and welcome to Hollister Hills 

SVRA, a place where you can ride off-roading vehicles 

all day. 

 

In this park, there is adventure to be gained today.  

Yes, there is treasure waiting, so no time to delay. 

 

If you and an adult wish to accept this quest, find  

the message and the code to open the chest! 

 

Follow the rhymes and write down the clues, ride 

through the park and read information panels to help 

you. 
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FOURTH Location  
(2 Panels) 

Madrone campground has separate clues to track 

beyond there is a rich area that lies further back. 

 

In an area set apart from ATVs and Dirt-bikes, is an 

abundance of plants you can see 

on a short hike.  

 

The formations of mountains 

here are seismic, resulting from 

the colliding plates called 

tectonic. 

 

Follow and explore the path 

along Birds Creek, if nature 

studies and solitude are what 

you seek. 
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THIRD Location 
 
Where once stood the Bird Creek Hunting Club 

is now an established riding gear and snack food hub. 

 

Head to Lodge, the 

first place of 

vehicular recreations 

that over the years 

spread in all 

directions. 

 

Hub of Hollister Hills 

Clue #9 - . **Top left paragraph 3rd sentence, first 

word 2nd letter: ___  

Clue #10 - **Bottom right paragraph, 1st sentence, 

15th word: _________. 

**The year counts as one word. 
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START Location  
(4 Panels) 

Your quest begins at Howard Harris’ Playground.  

There’s much to see in the building that is round. 

 

There you can learn  about animal survival adaptation, 

read up on the San Andreas Fault Domination, 

 

Discover the Opportunity Rooted in Biodiversity, 

and uncover the roots of the OHV program historically. 

 

 

Quest for Survival  

Clue #1 - *4th paragraph, 4th word, 1st letter: ___ 

Clue #2 - *2nd paragraph, 1st word, 3rd letter: ___  

 

 

*Don’t include title. 
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START Location  
(Continued) 

Dominating San Andreas… It’s Our Fault 

Clue #3 - Top right paragraph, 2nd word, 3rd letter: 

___  

Clue #4 - 4th letter: ___ 

 

Opportunity Rooted in Biodiversity 

Clue #5 - . Did you know that there are ___ different 

plant communities  within  Hollister Hills?  

 

The Little-Known Starting Line 

Clue #6 - . “Where Is Your Favorite Off-Highway 

__________________?” 
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SECOND Location 
 
Radio ridge is said to have the best cell reception, 

but there is a chance to see those with higher 

perception. 

 

From above, the raptors look for prey while they fly. 

There is much to discover from the Hunters of the 

Sky. 

 

 

 

 

 

Hunters of the Sky 

Clue #7 - . How many birds of prey are on the panel? ___ 

Clue #8 - Top paragraph, 7th word, 2nd letter: ___ 
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